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Tools used in Tree Training

Manipulation of apical dominance

Controlled by the plant hormone auxin
Produced by actively growing shoots
Moves down the branch with gravity
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Effects of auxin

Inhibits lateral 
bud break
Inhibits lateral 

shoot growth
Affects branch 

angle
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Pruning
Remove the Source of Auxin

Heading Cut
Remove part of the 

branch
Stimulate bud break 

near cut
Stimulate localized 

branching
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Pruning
Remove the Source of Auxin

Thinning cut
Remove branch at 

point of origin
Least invigorating cut
Promote light 

penetration into 
canopy

Maintenance pruning
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Bend Branch Towards Horizontal
• Decreases amount of auxin moving from tip

Increase lateral branching
Decrease terminal growth

Bend to a 45 to 
60 degree angle
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Limb positioning

• Determines whether the branches will

produce primarily fruit or vegetation

• Branches that grow straight up produce more vegetative growth

• Branches that grow straight out are fruitful but with very little vegetative 

growth

• A crotch angle of 45-600 is preferred

• Branches having a wide angle between the limb and the trunk are more 

strong that narrow angle crotches
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Spreading

Fruit trees with natural tendency to grow 
upward will need help “spreading”, 
beginning in second year

Method of placing spreaders in young 
branch angles to help push the branch 
into 45 to 60 degree angle with trunk 

Promotes earlier, heavier fruit production
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Fan Tree Structure
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Bend Branch Towards Horizontal
• Decreases amount of auxin moving from tip

Increase lateral branching
Buds at highest point break
Decrease terminal growth

Bend below the 
horizontal
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To limit the height of the tree, the central leader can be 
bent over and tied to the post, or (B) cut back to a less 
vigorous lateral branch  to form a new leader. 12


